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◙-Rheology. 

-------------------------    

The term ''rheology'' from Greek; rheo (''to flow'') and logos(''science''). 

Was suggested by Bingham and Crawford to describe the flow of liquids 

and the deformation of solids. 

Viscosity is expression of the resistance of a fluid to flow. 

-Rheology properties of heterogonous dispersions are more  

             complex, and Cannot expressed by a single value.  

Rheologic properties of a pharmaceutical system can influence the  

                 selection of processing equipment used in its manufacture. 

 -Rheology- Viscoelastic (colloidal)= Rheology between viscous liquids  

                                                                        And elastic solid. 

 

♣- Newtonian Systems. 

---------------------------------------     

Newton's law of flow, 

Consider a "block" of liquid consisting of a parallel plates of molecules, 

similar to a deck  of cards , as shown in fig.1. 

If the bottom layer is fixed in place and the top plane of liquid 

Is moved at a constant velocity each lower layer will move with a 

velocity directly proportional to its distance  from the stationary bottom 
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Layer. The difference of velocity dv, between two planes of liquid 

separated by an infinitesimal distance dr , is the velocity gradient or .the 

/A  required to bring , about-force per unit area F ,Rate of shear ,dv/dr 

   To bring about flow  is called the Shearing  stress and given the 

    symbol ,F.   

F-/A   = η dv /dr………………….(1) where ,η ,coefficient of viscosity. 

/A  and  G=dv/dr-=F/G…………(2)  where  , F=Fη. 

 2sec/cm x cm/sec.=dyne. 2dv   =dynes x cm /cm /A dr-η=F. 

Gives. 

sec =g/cm.2 x sec/cm 2=g x cm/sec. 2Dyne .sec/cm 

A more convenient unit for most work is the centipoise 

   (cp, plural, cps). 

    1cp=0.01pose. 

Fluidity , ϕ, a term sometimes used is defined as the reciprocal of 

viscosity.  

.ϕ= 1/η…………..(3) 
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Fig.1 representation of shearing force to produce a definite 

        Velocity gradient between the parallel plane of a block 

                      Of material, 
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Fig.2  Representative flow curves for various material. 

 

Ͼ- Kinematic Viscosity. 

------------------------------------     

Kinematic viscosity is absolute viscosity (eqn.1) divided by density 

of liquid at a specific temperature. 

Kinematic viscosity = η / ρ ……………………….. (4) 
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Viscosities of some liquids commonly used in pharmacy are given 

. ◦1 at 20C-in table 

. ◦1  absolute  viscosity of some Newtonian liquids at 20C-Table  

Liquid                                           viscosity(cp) 

-----------                                     -------------------------    

Castor oil                                         1000 

Chloroform                                       0.563 

Ethyl alcohol                                    1.19 

Glycerin ,93%                                   400 

Olive oil                                             100 

Water                                                 1.0019 

-----------------------------------------------------------------------   

    

▲- Temperature Dependence and the theory of viscosity. 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

 The dependence of the viscosity of a liquid on temperature is expressed  

By Arrhenius equation of chemical kinetics. 

)5…………………(  Ev/RT=A e  η. 

Where. 

A-. constant depending on molecular weight and molar volume of liquid. 

"an ''activation energy -vE 

)6………….(/RT v= ln A + EηLn  
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                      /RvSlope=E ηLn   

 

                                                                                     lnA  

 

                                                            1/T 

Ex.1 

The variation of Glycerin with temperature  given as: 

15              20            25        )     :   0                  6      ◦T(C 

30.954 x10  31.49 x10  32.33 x 10  3 6.26 x10   3η(cp)  : 12.11 x10. 

? vE and   A Obtain the constant  

Soln. 

) :  273        279        288          293         2981-T(K/1 

Lnη        :  9.402     8.742     7.742       7.307     6.444 

 

.lnη -6.4                                                                                             

                          

 

 

R/vSlope=E           

 

 -9.4  

273                                         298                              lnA  

                                                                                 1/T 
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.= 9012 x 1.987 =17,909 cal. Molev/R  , EvSlope =9012=E 

.  11-A ,  A=6.40988 x 10 23.4706=ln-Intercept =  

 

Д-Thixotropy. 

-------------------  

Is time –dependent  analogue  of shear –thinning and plastic 

behavior , and a rises somewhat similar causes. 

A thixotropic hysteresis loop fig.1 can be obtained by measuring 

the non-equilibrium shear stress as a shear rate is first increased 

and then decreased in standard way. 

Solutions of high polymers are ,in general, thixotropic to a certain 

extent, intermolecular attractions. The classical example sols of 

iron(111)oxide , alumina and many clay. 

       (Introduction to colloid, Duncan J.  Shaw ,p:224). 

It is important in the pain industry as it is desirable that the paint 

Should flow only when being brushed on to appropriate surface 

(high rate of shear) and immediately after brushing. 
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Fig.3  A thixotropic loop. 

Thixotropic systems  usually contain a symmetric particles that 

through numerous point of contact ,set up a loose  

  three- dimensional network throughout the sample. 

At rest ,this structure confers some degree of rigidity on the system 

and it resemble a gel. As shear is applied and flow starts this 

structure beings to break down as points of contact ,are disrupted 

and particles become a ligned. The material undergoes a gel-to-sol 

transformation and exhibits shear thining. On removal of stress, 

the Structure starts to reform.  

    محلول غرواني  Sol                          ,      Gel-  مادة هالمية 

    

 ῼ-Measurement of Thixotropy. 

-------------------------------------------    

The first is to determine structural break down with time at constant 

rate of shear. The type of rheogram needed for this estimation is shown 

in fig.4. 

Thixotropic coefficient-………….(1) , B 1/t2/lnt2U-1B =U 
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are the plastic viscosities of the two 2andU 1Where ,U                   

    down-curves calculated from U=F - f/G , where f-intercept on the 

seconds rate  2and t 1, t /A and G=dv/dr-shear stress axis . and F=F

constant. The second approach is to determine the structural break-

down due Increasing shear rate .fig.5 

  

 

 

 

 

Fig.4  structural break-down with time of plastic system possessing 

 2and t 1thixotropy When subjected to a constant rate of shear rate for t

second. 
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Fig.5  structural break-down with time of plastic system possessing 

thixotropy When subjected to increasing shear rates. 

 

℗ - Negative Thixotropy (anti thixotropy) 

---------------------------------------------------------    

Which represents an increase rather than decrease in consistency 

On the down –curve. This  increase in thickness or resistance to 

flow with increased time of shear was observe by Chong et al ,in 

the rheologic  analysis of magnesia magma. See fig.6 
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Fig.6  Rheogram of magnesia magma showing ant thixotropic        

         behavior. 

As more rheologic studies are done with pharmaceuticals, 

negative Thixotropy no doubt will be observed in other materials.  

 

₱-Thixotropy in formulation. 

……………………………………..    

Thixotropic  suspension will not settle out readily in the container 

, will become fluid on shaking , and will remain long enough for 

dose to be dispensed(remain consistency). 
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ῼ-  Applications to pharmacy. 

-------------------------------------------  

■-The rheology of poloxamer vehicles was studied as a function of 

      concentration over a temperature range of 5C and 35C using   

      cone-plate viscometer. 

■-The aqueous solubility of the poloxamers decreases with an       

     increase in temperature , the hydration of polymer being            

     reduced by the breaking of hydrogen bonds at high                    

      temperature. The de solvation , the gel formation of                   

        poloxamers.        

■- Rheologic properties can influence the release and  

bio absorption of drugs , particularly those having a fatty base.       
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